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MHD EQUATIONS IN A BOUNDED DOMAIN
Maria B. Kania©
Abstract. We consider the MHD system in a bounded domain Q C RN, 
N = 2, 3, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Using Dan Henry's semigroup 
approach and Giga-Miyakawa estimates we construct global in time, unique 
solutions to fractional approximations of the MHD system in the base space 
(L2(Q))n x (L2(Q))n. Solutions to MHD system are obtained next as a limits 
of that fractional approximations.
1. Introduction
We consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the incompressible 
magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) system
ut — vAu + u • Vu = —Vp + b • Vb, x G Q C RN, t > 0,
bt — nAb + u •Vb = b • Vu, x G Q C RN, t > 0,
(1.1) div u = div b = 0,
u = 0, b = 0 on d Q,
u(0, x) = u0(x), b(0, x) = b0(x), x G Q,
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in a bounded domain Q C RN with C2 boundary, where N = 2, 3. Here u is 
the velocity of the fluid flow and b is the magnetic field. These functions are the 
vector-valued functions of x G Q and t > 0 (u(t,x) = (u1(t, x),..., uN(t, x)), 
b(t, x) = (b1(t, x), . . . , bN(t, x))). The total pressure p = p(t, x) is real-valued 
function of x G Q and t > 0. The constant v > 0 is the viscosity of the fluid 
and n > 0 is the magnetic diffusivity. Here u • Vb denotes the matrix product 
u(Vb)T, i.e.
V7A, ( db1 , db1 dbN dbN \u •Vb = u(Vb) = u1------ + ... + uN---- ,..., u1-------+ ... + uN-----  .
x1 xN x1 xN
The MHD system is called ideal MHD system if v = 0 and n > 0 and non- 
resistive MHD system if v > 0 and n = 0 (see [20]). In the paper [23], Miao 
and Yuan called MHD system with v = n = 0 also ideal. If the magnetic field 
b(t, x) identically equals zero, MHD system reduces to the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equation. It is impossible to recall even the most important 
results devoted to N-S problem, since corresponding literature is too large, 
see anyway [3, 4, 10, 13, 17, 21, 27] together with the references cited there.
MHD equations in the whole of RN studies the dynamics of the velocity 
and magnetic fields in electrically conducting fluids such as plasmas, liquid 
metals, and salt water or electrolytes. Besides their physical applications, the 
MHD equations remain also an outstanding mathematical problem. Funda­
mental mathematical issues such as well-posedness and regularity of their 
solutions have generated extensive research and many interesting results have 
been already obtained. The most of them concern MHD equations in un­
bounded domain RN, N = 2, 3. We would like to mention some of them. 
Recently, the Cauchy's problem of MHD system in R3 was considered in the 
papers [24, 29, 14, 20]. For small data, the existence of a global mild solu­
tion in BM O-1 as well as a locall mild solution in bmo-1 was established 
in [24]. Obtained solutions are unique in the spaces C([0, <x>); BMO-1) and 
C([0, T); bmo-1), respectively. The global existence of the mild solutions was 
obtained in the paper [29] when the norms of the initial data (in the spaces 
X-1) are bounded exactly by the minimal value of the viscosity coefficients. 
He et al. ([14]) got the global smooth solution under the assumption that the 
difference between the magnetic field and the velocity is small initially and 
lV+nl < 1. In paper [20], authors established the global existence of smooth 
solutions for a class of large initial data. In [30], Wu studied Generalized MHD 
equations (GMHD), where the viscosity terms —Au and -Ab, were replaced 
by (—A)au and (—A)^b with a,P > 0. He showed when v, n > 0 the GMHD 
equations with any a,P > 0 possess a global week solution corresponding to 
any L2 initial data. Moreover, week solutions associated with a > | + N and 
P > 1 + N are global classical solutions, when their initial date are sufficiently 
smooth.
MHD equations in a bounded domain
In bounded domain Q C RN, N = 2, 3 the MHD system with the addi­
tional term f (t, x) on the right hand side in first equation and the boundary 
condition
u = 0, b • n = 0, curl b x n = 0 on dQ x (0, T),
where n is the unit outward normal vector to dQ was studied by Duvaut 
and Lions long time ago. They constructed in [8] a class of weak and strong 
solutions to it. Next, Sermange and Temam recalled and completed their 
results in [26]. According to [26, Theorem 3.1] under the assumptions f G 
L2(0, T, V1) and (u0,b0) G H there exists week solution for MHD system 
satisfying (u, b) G L2(0, T, V) n L^(0, T, H), where
V = {v G H0(Q) : div v = 0} x {C G H 1(Q) : divC = 0 and C • n|dQ = 0},
V denotes dual space of V = {v G H0(Q) : div v = 0},
H1 = {v G L2(Q) : div v = 0 and v • n|dQ = 0}, and H = H1 x H1.
The characterisation of spaces V1, V and H1 is discussed in [27, section 1.4, 
chapter 3] . Moreover, when f and initial data are more regular, that is f G 
L^(0, T, H1) and (u0,b0) G V, then the unique local solution (global when 
the dimension is N = 2 ) is strong one (see [26, Theorem 3.2]). In [19] Kozono 
showed the existence and uniqueness of a global weak solution and a local 
classical solution for the ideal MHD system (v = 0, n = 1) considered in a 
bounded domain Q C R2 with the boundary condition
u • n = 0, b • n = 0, rot b = 0 on dQ x (0, T).
Recently, MHD system was considered in [28] with the boundary condition
u • n = 0, b • n = 0, curl u x n = 0, curl b x n = 0,
where n is the unit outward normal vector to dQ and Q is bounded in R3. 
It was shown there that under the specified relation between u0 and b0 the 
MHD system admits a unique global smooth solution.
This paper is devoted to the global in time solvability and properties of 
solutions to problem (1.1) in a bounded domain Q C RN, N = 2, 3. In section 
3 we will obtain solutions of 2-D MHD equations as limits of solutions to 
sub-critical approximations (2.4) (where the operators —P Au and —P Ab are 
replace with their fractional powers (—PA)au and (—PA)^b, respectively, 
a,^ > 1) when a,^ 1+. The main result in 2-D case is the following.
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Theorem 1.1. Let ('u'as,ban) be the solution of the subcritical problem
(2.4) (constructed in Theorem 2.4 in the base space L2(Q)) corresponding to 
the initial condition u0, b0 G D(A) C H1 1'(Q) and the fractional exponents 
an,pn G (1, 4]. Then 'passing, over a subsequence (denoted the same), with 
an, Pn to 1 in system (2.4) we get a weak solution (u, b) (not necessarily 
unique) to the critical problem (a = P = 1) satisfying, for each test function 
G D(A) C H2(Q), the equalities (3.8) and (3.9).
In 3-D, the higher order diffusion terms like v3(—PA)au and n3(—PA)^b, 
where a,P > | and v3,n3 > 0, are added to the system (1.1). Instead of equa­
tions (1.1) we study their regularization (2.5). Next we will obtain solutions of 
3-D MHD equations as limits of solutions of (2.5) when v3,n3 0+ (section 
4). The main result in 3-D case is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let the fractional exponents a,P > | be fixed (but close 
to |), the parameters vn,nn G (0,1] and (u^, b^) be the solution of the 
regularization problem (2.5) (constructed in Theorem 2.4 in the base space 
L2(Q)) corresponding to the initial condition u0,b0 G D(A) C H2 +e(Q) 
and the parameters vn, nn. Then passing, over a subsequence (denoted the 
same), with vn, nn to 0 in problem (2.5) we get a weak solution (U, B) (not 
necessarily unique) to the MHD problem (1.1) satisfying, for each test function 
_ , t max{a,0}
G D(A 2 ), the equalities (4.9) and (4.10).
We consider approximation problems (2.4) and (2.5) in the framework of 
semilinear parabolic equations with a sectorial positive operator (see [15, 2]). 
This offers a simple but formalized proof of local solvability as well as the 
regularity of solutions. There are different possible choices of the phase spaces 
for these problems. We choose (L2(Q))N x (L2(Q))N as the base spaces (in 
which the equations are fulfilled). Section 2 of the paper is devoted to the 
global in time solvability of the problem (2.4) and (2.5). We obtained there also 
the global in time solvability of (1.1) in phase space (d(A)) for small 
data. In this study we use a technique proposed in our recent publications 
[5, 6, 7, 16] and in recent papers devoted to the Navier-Stokes equation [3, 4].
Notation. Standard notation for Sobolev spaces is used. When necessary, 
for clarity of the presentation, we indicate the dependence of solution (u, b) of 
(2.6) on a, P in 2-D and v3, n3 in 3-D, calling it («a, ba), (u^, b^), respectively. 
Let r — e, e > 0, denotes a number strictly less than r but arbitrarily close 
to it. Moreover, we set P := P2 and A := A2 (see (2.1) for definitions A2 
and P2).
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2. Solvability of fractional approximations of MHD system
We start with recalling some results on the Stokes operator (see [11, 12, 
13]). Let Q be a bounded domain in RN (N > 2) with smooth boundary. For 
simplicity of the notation let us introduce the following list of vector spaces:
Lr(Q) := (Lr(Q))N, Lr(Q) := Lr(Q) x Lr(Q),
W2,r(Q) := (W2,r(Q))N, Xr := d^-G (Cgc°(Q))N : div= 0},









with domain D(Ar) = Xr n D(-A) = Xr A G W2,r(Q) : = 0 on dQ}, 
where Pr denotes the continuous projection from Lr(Q) to Xr given by the de­
composition of Lr(Q) onto the space of divergence-free vector fields and scalar 
function gradient. The operator -Ar generates on Xr a bounded holomorphic 
semigroup {e-tAr } of class C0 (see [11, Theorem 2]). To simplify notation we 
will set P := P2 and A := A2. In our work we use the Balakrishnan's definition 
of the fractional powers operators (see [18, 22]).
Definition 2.1. Let B be a closed linear densely defined operator in a 
Banach space X, such that interval (-to, 0) is included in the resolvent set 
p(B) and
M = sup {||A(A + B)-1||} < to.
A>0
Then, for n G (0,1),
Bn= sin(nn) f sn-1B(s + B)-10ds.
n Jo
This definition can be used to study problem (2.6) both in the case of a 
bounded and unbounded domain. For complete of presentation we recall from 
paper [7] a lemma justifying convergence of negative powers:
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Lemma 2.2. Let B be a positive operator in a Banach space X. For arbi­
trary G X, and e > 0 there exists L > 0 such that for G (0, 1): 
|(I — B-3M|x < Sin(n^)(2L(1 + M) + ML"1)|^lx + e.
n
Consequently, the left side tends to zero as 0 < p 0+.
and important results ([13, p. 270]), which are crucial in the proof of local 
and global solvability of (2.6).
Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < 5 < 2 + N(1 — 1)• Then
(2.2) 1 Ar 5 pr (u •Vv)|Lr(Q) < M ||Ar u|Lr (Q)|ApPv|Lr (Q)
with a constant M = M(5,0, p, r), provided that
1 N 1 
5+0+p>2(~ + 1) 0,p>0 p+5>2.
Moreover, if 5 > 2 then
(2.3) HA/Pr(u -Vv)||£r(Q) < C||u| •|v||Ls(Q)
with 2 = 2 + N and e = 5 — 2■
It is also a familiar fact, that if Bi, i = 1, . . . , m, with domains D(Bi) 
respectively, are sectorial positive operators on the Banach space Zi, then the 
product operator B = (B1, . . . , Bm), considered with the domain D(B1) x
• • • x D(Bm), will be sectorial positive (product) operator on the space Z1 x
• • •x Zm (see e.g. [2, Example 1.3.2, p. 37]). Consequently, the operator AN3 :
D(AN3) C L2(Q) L2(Q) defined by the formula
AN3 // = vN Aa 00 nNA3 /,/ = (vn Aa^,nw A3 /, N = 2,
and
AN3 // = vA + vN Aa 00 nA + nNA3
= ((vA + vn AaM (nA + nN A3)/, n = 3,
where v, n > 0 and nN, vN > 0 for N = 2, 3, is sectorial positive on the space L2(Q).
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2.1. Formulation of the problem and its local solvability
In 2-D MHD, we improve the viscosity terms Au = —PAu and Ab = 
—PAb so that the resulting problems are sub-critical. The way for obtaining 
such effect is to replace the classical viscosity terms through a bit higher 
fractional diffusion terms Aau = (—PA)au and A3b = (—PA)3b with a, P > 
1. So improved viscosity together with H1(Q) a priori estimate allow to control 
to the nonlinear term. Using Dan Henry's semigroup approach we construct 
regular solutions to such approximations. Next we will study the process of 
letting with a, P 1+. Solution in critical case a = P = 1 is obtained as a 
limit of such regular solutions of the approximations.
Precisely speaking, in 2-D case instead (1.1) we consider the family of 
sub-critical problems with a, P > 1:
ut + v2(—PA)au + P(u • Vu) = P(b • Vb), x G Q C R2, t > 0,
bt + n2(—PA)3b + P(u • Vb) = P(b • Vu), x G Q C R2, t > 0,(2.4) t 2
u = 0, b = 0 on dQ,
u(0, x) = u0(x), b(0, x) = b0(x), x G Q.
In 3-D case, we consider the approximation/regularization of (1.1) having the 
form:
(2.5)
ut + [v(—PA) + v3(—PA)a] u + P(u • Vu) = P(b • Vb), x G Q C R3, t > 0,
bt + [n(—PA) + n3(—PA)3] b + P(u • Vb) = P(b • Vu), x G Q C R3, t > 0,
u = 0, b = 0 on d Q,
u(0, x) = u0(x), b(0, x) = b0(x), x G Q,
with the parameters a,P > | (to be chosen) and v, v3,n,n3 > 0.
Our first task is the local in time solvability of the problems (2.4) and
(2.5) , when the equations are treated in the base space L2(Q). We will use 
the standard approach proposed by Dan Henry ([15]) for semilinear 'para­
bolic' equations. Working with the sectorial positive operator AN3 we rewrite 
problems (2.4) and (2.5) in an abstract form:
(ut,bt) + AN13(u, b) = F(u,b), t> 0,





= (P(b • Vb) - P(u • Vu), P(b • Vu) - P(u • Vb))
is the Nemytskii operator corresponding to a nonlinear term.
The following local existence result holds:
Theorem 2.4. Let a, fi > N, N = 2,3, the parameters nN,vN > 0, 
n, v > 0 and N+2e be a number strictly greater than N but arbitrarily close 
to it. For each u0,b0 G D(A) C H+e(Q), there exists a unique local 
in time mild solution (u(t), b(t)) to the sub-critical problem (2.6) in the base 
space L2(Q) (see [15]). Moreover,
(u,b) G C ((0,Tuo); D(Aa) x D(A^)) A C ([0,^); (d (a 4 ■ ))2} ,
(ut,bt) G C ((0,Tuo); D(AY) x D(AÓ)) ,
with arbitrary y < a and 5 < fi . Here TU0,bo is the 'life time' of this local in 
time solution. Furthermore, the Cauchy formula is satisfied:
c t(u(t),b(t)) = e-AN?t(uo,bo)+ / e AN (t-s)F(u(s),b(s))ds, t G [0,Tu0),
0
A a,0 t a3
where e N denotes the linear semigroup corresponding to the operator AN 
in L2(Q).
Proof. To guarantee the local solvability (see e.g. [2, p. 55]) we need to 
check if the nonlinearity (2.7) is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets as a 
map from (D(A))2 into L2(Q), that is for (v,w), (fi,fi) G B (B bounded 
in (D(A))2),
HF(v,w) - F(fi,fi)||L2(Q) < L(B)ll(v - fi,w — fi)|(D(A N ?' ))2.
Since the form P(£•VZ) is bilinear in £, Z for (v, w), (fi, fi) varying in a bounded 
set B C (D(A'Y'))2 we obtain
||F(v,w) - F(fi,fi)|L2(Q)
= ||Pfi • V(fi — v) + P(fi — v) • Vv + Pfi • V(fi — w) + P(fi — w) • Vw|L2(Q)
+ ||Pfi • V(fi — w) + P(fi — v) • Vw + Pw • V(v — fi) + P(fi — w) • Vfi|L2(Q).
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We present the calculations only for the component P(w • V(v — ^)). The 
way of handling another components is similar. Using the estimate (2.2) with 
r = 2, d = 0, 0 = 1 and p = N+2e, e > 0, we get
||P(w • V(v — 0))||l2(q) < M||A2 wIIlz^HA^(v — 0)||l2(q)
< L(B)||A(v — ^)||l2(q). □
2.2. Global solvability
Having obtained the local in time solution of (2.6), to guarantee its global 
extensibility we need suitable a priori estimates and the subordination con­
dition (see [2, Theorem 3.1.1]). First we will discuss useful properties of 
divergence-free functions:
Remark 2.5. Note that for divergence-free functions f = (f1,. . . ,fN), g = 
(gi,... , gN), h = (hi,..., hN): Q RN such that f, g, h G C1(Q) and f = 
g = h = 0 on dQ we have:
(a) JQ( f • Vg) • g dx = — 2 JQ div f £i=i g2 dx = 0
(b) Jq [(f • Vg) • h + (f • Vh) • g] dx = — Jq div f Ei=i gihi dx = 0.
Lemma 2.6. For a sufficiently regular solution of (2.6), the following es­
timate holds:
(2.8) llullL2(Q) + llbllL2(Q) < IIuo||L2(Q) + llbollL2(Q).
Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (2.6) by u, the second by b and 
adding the results, we get in 2-D
2 dt (|u|L2(Q) + llb|L2(Q)) + 2 ullL2(Q) + A 2 b|L2(Q)




2dt«» L2(Q) + llb|L2(Q)) + vIIA2 u L2(Q) + n|A2 b|L2(Q)
+ v3 ||A 2 u 1L (q) + ns||A 2 b|L2 (Q)
/
Q
[P(b • Vb) — P(u • Vu)] • u dx + [P(b • Vu) — P(u • Vb)] • bdx.
(2.9)
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Since for divergence-free functions the nonlinear term vanishes (see Remark 
2.5) we have
(2.10) dt (|u|L2(Q) + |b|L2(Q)) + 2vN|A 2 u|L2(Q) + 2W |A 2 b|L2(Q) < 0. □
Remark 2.7. In 2-D case, integrating (2.10) over (0, T), due to (2.8), we 
get a uniform in a, G (1, 4] estimate of u, b in L2(0, T; D(A2)), where T > 0 
is fixed but arbitrarily large.
Remark 2.8. In 3-D case, from (2.9), since for regular solution the non­
linear term vanishes (see Remark 2.5), we obtain a differential inequality of 
the form
1d
2 dt(|u L2(Q) + |b|L2(Q)) + v|A2 u
2
L2(Q) + n|A2 b|L2(Q)
+ v3|A 2 u|L2(Q) + n3 |A 2 b|L2(Q) < 0.
Integrating the above inequality over (0, T) we get
(2.11) (vHA 2 u L2(Q) + n|A 2 b|L2(Q))) ds < c( H (u0, b0) H L2 (Q)),
and
(2.12) (va|A a u L,2{Q) + n3|A 2 b|L2(Q))) ds < c( II (u0, b0) IIL2 (Q)),
with a positive constant c independent of v3 and n3. The inequality (2.11) 
implies a uniform in v3,n3 > 0 estimate of u, b in L2(0, T; D(A2)), where 
T > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large. From estimate (2.12) follows that
____ a ____ /3
(2.13) a/^IIA 2 u|L2(0,T;L2(Q)) +V/n3||A2 b|L2(0,T;L2(Q)) < const 
with the const independent of v3 and n3.
The L2(Q) a priori estimate obtained in Lemma 2.6 is unfortunately 
too weak to guarantee the global in time solvability of (2.6) in phase space 
(d(A)) . For this purpose, we need to estimate higher Sobolev norm of 
the solutions to (2.6).
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Lemma 2.9. Let a,fl > 1 + N, N = 2, 3, the parameters vN,nN > 0 and 
v, n > 0. For a sufficiently regular solution of (2.6), the following estimate 
holds:
IIA2 UIIl2(Q) + || A2 bllL2(Q) < c(a,P,vN ,VN, || (u0, M || L2 (Q) ).
Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (2.6) by Au and the second by 
Ab, we get
(2.14) 1 d .. . 1 .. 2 u. 1 + a 11 22 dt|A 2 U|L2(Q) + VN IIA 2 u|£2 (Q)
< P(b • Vb) • Audx — P(u • Vu) • Au dx
■m -m
and 
(2.15) 2 dtHA2b|L2(Q) + nNIIA 2 bll£2(Q)
< P(b • Vu) • Ab dx — P(u • Vb) • Ab dx.
Jci Jci
Using the Schwarz inequality and the estimate (2.2) (with r = 2, § =0, 0 = N 
and p = 1 + N), we get
(2.16) [ P (u •Vb) • Ab dx < ||P (u • Vb)||£2(Q) ||Ab||£2(Q)
Jq
N 1 i N
< HA u||£2(Q)||A2 T b|£2(Q) HAb|£2 (Q).





0 1 1 + 0 2
IIAb||L2(Q) < c(0)HbHL+1Q)HAbHL+1n),
1N
HA2 + 22b|L2(Q) < C(0)|b|
40-N 






HA22u|£2(Q) < c(a) HuH£42((Q)1) II A 1 + aHA 2 u
N 
4(a + 1) 
£2(Q) .
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Consequently, collecting the above estimates, thanks to the Young inequality 
and (2.8), we obtain
I P(u • Vb) • Ab dx| < VNIIAu||L,(n) + nNIIAb|l£2(Q)
+ c<aN,nN (ll(u0,b0)||L2(Q))-
Finally, estimating another components in (2.14) and (2.15) in a similar way, 
we get
dt (l|A2'' + IIA2 b|L2(Q^ + VN IIA 2 b|L2(Q) 11 a 1 + 3 2+ nN IIA 2 u|L2 (Q)
< c(a,^,VN,nN, ||(«O,bo)||L2(Q))- □
Remark 2.10. For (2.6) with the fractional exponents a = 0 = 2+N,
N = 2,3, thanks to the estimates (2.17) - (2.19) (with a = 0 = ^jN), we 
obtain
dt (|IA2 u|L2(Q) + IIA2 bllL2(Q)} + 2vN IIA 8 ullL2(Q) + 2nwIIA 8 bllL2(Q)
< Ci(|(uo,bo)|L2(Q))|A 8 u|L2(Q) + c2(|(uo,bo)|L2(Q))|A 8 b|L2(Q).
Consequently, when the data are small:
(2.20) 1 ci(|(uo,bo)|L2(Q)) < Vn and 1 c2(||(uo,bo)|L2(Q)) < nN
we get the estimates
uli / / i \\ + llull / ( 6+n\\ < const,
h<»[o,T;D[A")) ............ l4otdIa^)] < ’
|b«L-(o,T ;D(A 2 )) + |b|L2 (o,T;D (A 6^ )) <
where T > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large.
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Recall, see [2, pp. 72-73], that to be able to extend globally in time the 
local in time solution constructed above, with bounded orbits of bounded sets, 
we need to have a subordination condition of the form:
1 F(u(t), b(t)) 1L2(Q)
< const(|(u(t),b(t))|Y^1 + ||(u(t),b(t))F N+. J , t G (0,TuoL
\ (d(a 4 ))2z
with a certain auxiliary Banach space D(AN^) C Y and a certain y G [0,1). 
Let Y := (D(A2 ))2. We have
||F(u,b)|L2(Q) < ||P(b • Vb)|L2(Q) + ||P(u • Vu)|l2(q)
+ ||P(b • Vu)|l2(q) + ||P(u • Vb)|L2(Q).
Using the estimate (2.2) with r = 2, 5 = 0, 0 = 2, P = and the theory of 
interpolation (see [25, Lemma 3.27]), we get
||P(b • Vu)|l2(q) < c||A26|£2(q)|AV^u||l2(q)
< c|A 2 b|L2(Q)|A 2 u|l2(Yq) N + 2e YllA 4 uIIl2(Q)
with y = n+-‘2—-2 < 1, which is a form of a subordination condition. Esti­
mating another components in a similar way, we conclude the last claim as a 
theorem:
Theorem 2.11. Let N = 2,3. When a,fi > 2 + N and nN,vN > 0, then 
the local solution of (2.6) constructed in Theorem 2.4 exists globally in time.
Theorem 2.12. Let a,fi = 1 + N and nN,vN > 0, N = 2,3. When the 
data are small that is the condition (2.20) holds, then the local solution of 
(2.6) constructed in Theorem 2.4 exists globally in time.
2.3. Global in time solutions of 3-D MHD for small data
As well know (see [2]) global in time extendibility of the local solution 
constructed in the Theorem 2.4 is possible if we have sufficiently well a priori 
estimate. We will show such type estimation for the solution of 3-D MHD 
equation when the data (u0, b0) are small.
Remark 2.13. Let v, n > 0. Note that taking v3 = n3 = 0 or a = = 1
in system (2.5) we obtain equivalent problems.
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Lemma 2.14. Let v3 = n3 = 0 and v, n > 0. If the initial date (u0,b0) 
fulfills the smallness restriction (2.22), then for a sufficiently regular solution 
of (2.5), the D(A2) x D(A2) norm of the solution (u,b) is bounded uniformly 
in time t > 0. That is the following estimate holds:
IIA2 ullL2(Q) + IIA2 bllL2(Q) < nA2uo||L2(Q)+ IIA2MIL2(q).
Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (2.5) by Au and the second by 
Ab and adding the results, we get
1d
(2.21) 2 dt (IA 2 U^L2(^) + IIA 2 bllL2(Q)) + vIIAullL2(Q) + nIIAbllL2(Q)
= [ (P (b •Vb) — P (u • Vu)) • Audx + [ (P (b • Vu) — P (u • Vb)) • Abdx.
From (2.16), for N = 3, using the interpolation inequality (see [25, Lemma
3.27])
7 1 1 3
IIA 8 b|L2(Q) < c||A 2 bIIL2(Q)IIAbIIL2(Q)
and the Young inequality, we get
J P (u • Vb) • Abdx < 6 ||Ab|lL2(Q) + C (n)(IIA2 bllL2(Q) + IIA2 uIIl2(Q))5.
Estimating another components in (2.21) in similar way, we obtain
dt (|IA2 uIIl2(Q) + IIA2 bllL2(Q)) + min{v, n} .1,.,2 i, . i „o x{ (IIA2 b^L2(Q) + IIA2 uIIl2(q))
< co (v,n)(IIA2 bllL2(Q) + IIA2 ullW,
where c1 is the square of the embedding constant (D(A) C D(A2)). Denoting 
y(t) = HA2u(t)lL2(Q) + IIA2b(t)lL2(Q) and c3 = mm{v,n} we rewrite the above 
inequality in the following form
d
^y(t) + c3y(t) < coy5(t).
We consider the above differential inequality together with the initial date 
y(0) = ha 2 «(0)HL2(q) + Ha 2 b(0)lL2(Q).
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Finally, when the data are small
(2.22)
1 1
y(0) * (min1Cr}) ’ = (t)4
we obtain the bound
1
4
y(t) * y(0) ____________________ C3____________________
C2y4(0) + (C3 - C2y4(0))e4c3t * y(0). □
Theorem 2.15. Let v3 = n3 = 0. When the data are small that is the 
condition (2.22) holds, the local solution of (2.6) constructed in Theorem 2.4 
exists globally in time.
3. 2-D MHD system
Using the Lions-Aubin compactness lemma we will show now that the 
solutions of sub-critical problems (2.4) converge as a, 1+ to the weak 
solution of the critical problem. In this section we denote the solution of 
(2.4) as (u^frg). We indicate the dependence of solutions on a,^ for clarity 
of presentation. Such solutions, for any a, G (1, 5], vary continuously in 
D(A) x D(A) C H2( Q) x H2( Q). Furthermore, they fulfill the uniform in a, 
estimates in L2( ) of Lemma 2.6. To be more precise, there exists a const > 0 
(depending on ||(uo,bo)||l2(q)) for each a,^ G (1, 5], such that
(3.1) llUa|L~(0,T; L2(Q)) + Hba|L~(0,T; L2(Q)) * const
where T > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large. Moreover (see Remark 2.7)
(3.2) U ^L2 (o,T; d(a 2 + |b^ IL2(o,T; d(a 2 * c,
with a positive constant c independent on a, This is the main information 
allowing us to let a,^ 1+ in equation (2.4).
Applying the operator A-4 to (2.4) we obtain
(3.3) IIA 4 (ua)tIlL2(q)) * c||A“- 3 uai 24 u/3 IIl2(Q) + c||A-4P(ua -Vu^ll^)
+c|A-4 p (ba •vba)iL2(Q)
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and
(3.4) nA-4 (ba)t«L2(o) < c||Afi-3baii 2fi IIl2(q) +c|A-4 p (ua •vba)iL2(Q)
+ c||A-4P(ba -Vu^ll^).
Thanks to the Poincare inequality and estimate (3.2), for a G (1, 4], we obtain
(3.5) ||Aa a2fi IIl2(q)
2a — 5dt < x;a 2
T
Jo IIA2ua|L2(Q)dt < const34 u
where A1 is the Poincare constant. Using the estimate (2.3) with 5 = 4 and
Holder inequality, due to estimates (3.1) and (3.2), we get 
(3.6) TnA-4p(ua • vba)iL2(Q)dt < c^T m«ai • i&aioL4wdt
< 11^1^(0)11^11^(0) dt < c ua L ',7 ;L. - ba L ., ;D A 2)) < const.
Integrating (3.3) and (3.4) over (0, T ) and estimating obtained components 
like in (3.5) and (3.6), we have
T <-T
IIA 4 (ufi)t|L2(O) dt + IIA 4 (bfi)t|L2(O) dt < c
0
with a positive constant c independent on a, This implies the uniform in 
a,^ G (1, 5] estimate of ((u^, (b^) in L2(0,T; D(A-4) x D(A-4)), where 
T > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large. Thanks to (3.2) and (3.7) we know that 
the family
{(ua,ba); a,^ G ^, 4 |
is bounded in the space
W2 = {G L2(0,T; D(A2) x D(A2)), 
^t G L2 (0,T; D(A-4) x D(A-4)) }.
Consequently, using the Lions-Aubin compactness lemma we claim that this 
family is precompact in the space L2(0,T;D(A~—) x D(A_—)), where 
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is a number strictly less than 2 but arbitrarily close to it. Therefore, any 
sequence {(u^, b";)}, an,^n 1+ has a subsequence (denoted the same) 
convergent in L2(0, T; D(A) x D(A)) to some (u, b).
We look at (2.4) as the system in L2(Q). Multiplying the first equation by 
a 'test function' A-an0 and the second by A-"n0, where 0 G D(A) C H2(Q), 
we obtain
n 
n(U“; )t + P («£ •Vu";) - P (ban"n • Vb";)} • A-an0dx
= -v^ Aan u'. • A an 0dx
and
! ((ba£)t + P(u£ • V ) - P(b£ • V )) • A0dx
q
= -n / Ab"; • A "0dx. 
q
We will discuss now the convergence of components in the above equalities 
one by one. We have
[ [ A-1+1P (u£
0q
• Vb'’') • A +210 - A e21 p(u • Vb) • A^10dxdt
* / f |A-1+1P(’•?:0 q n • Vb";) • (A-^+1+10 - a 0)| dxdt
+ [ f |A-1+1 P(uJ;0 q n • Vb";) • A 2 0 - A 2 P(u • Vb) • A 2 0|dxdt.
We estimate the first component on the right hand side. The second compo­
nent is estimated in a similar way. Using the estimate (2.2) with d = —+1 , 
d = p = 2^ and the Holder inequality, we get
[ f\A-1+1 P(u£0 q n • Vb";) • (A-"n+0 - A 0)| dx dt
V )|l2(q)|A /□ i e+1 e — 1"n+ 2 0 - A 2 0||l2(q) dt
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< c / iia 2 "AHl2(q)HA 2 ba-il^iia dn+ 2 J - A 2 jiil2(q) dt
0 n n
< c||A ||  2 '//'A ||l2(0,T;L2(Q)) IIA 2 ba„n ||l2(0,T;L2(Q)) ||a dn + 2 J — A 2 J||l2(Q).
Consequently,
I / I A-P (u?n •Vb?") • A-dn+J - A- P (u •Vb) • A Jdxdt| 
JO Jfi “ “ I
< c||A dn + 2 J - A 2 J||l2(Q)||a 2 ' ||l2 (0,T;L2(Q)) ||a 2 ban HL2(0,T;L2(Q))
+ c||A ~ J||l2(Q) [||a ~ IIL2(0,T;L2(Q)) ||A ~ - b) IIL2 (0,T;L2 (Q))
+ HA~ - u) ||L2(0,T;L2(Q)) ||A~ b|L2(0,T;L2(Q)/| •
By Lemma 2.2, for arbitrary AJ G L2(Q), we know that HA-dn+1+J - 
AJ|L2(Q) tends to 0 as ■ 1+. Moreover, thanks to precompactness of 
the family {(u^b^; a,^ G (1, 5in the space L2(0,T; (D(A))2), we get 
the convergences
(AA v (ban - oiiLWt)
o n o
as an,^n ■ 1+ over a subsequence (denoted the same). Finally, the estimate 
(3.2) and the above convergences implies
I I P(u?; •Vb?;) • A-dn Jdxdt / A-e++1P(u •Vb) • A^Jdxdt
o Q n n o Q
as an,/dn ■ 1+ over a subsequence. Moreover
1 /• T 1
■0 and (yo IIA(uad-u)llr2(Q)dt) ■0
[ [ |AV (u?n - u) • AA1 J dxdt
■Jo Jq' n I
< VTHu?n - uH 1 - e HA£21 J||£2(Q) ■ 0.
H " HL2(0,T;D(A1T"))H YHL (Q)
In the term containing the time derivative (uan )t we can pass to the limit in 
the sense of 'scalar distributions'. Indeed, by [27, Lemma 1.1, Chapt.III], for 
all J GH2(Q)
dd
<)t,J>= dt<Uad,J ' ■ dt <u,J>, 
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the derivative dt and the convergence are in D'(0,T) (space of the 'scalar 
distributions'). Consequently,
dd/Q(ua:)t • A-an= - < ■,A-an• - < ^ A >l2(Q)
in D(0,T) as an,fin \ 1+.
By collecting all the limits together, we find the form of the limiting critical 
system:
(3.8) d <u,A-1^> = I (A-P (b •Vb) — A-P (u •Vu)) • A V odx 
dt 7q
1 — e e— 1
A 2 u • A 2 Gdx,
(3.9) -d<b,A-1^> /(A P (b •Vu) — A- P (u •Vb)) • A ^—" ^dx
dt 7q
1 — e e — 1
A 2 b • A 2 ^dx.
Remark 3.1. Note that the uniform in a,^ estimate (3.1) implies that 
any sequence {(u^ ,ban)} is bounded in L2(Q). Consequently, [1, Theorem 
3.18] implies that there exists a subsequence (denoted the same) and some 
(u,b) G L2(Q) such that (^2 (u, 5) weakly in L2(Q) as an,fln 1+.
In particular
• G dx / u • G dx
q
and b • Gdx.
Moreover, we have (see [1, Proposition 3.5])
h (^b) h l2 (q) <iiminf l(uan ,ban )Hl2 (q).
4. 3-D MHD system
We will describe now shortly the process of passing to the limit, as v3, n3
0+ in equations (2.5) where the parameters a, ^ > | are fixed (but close to |). 
The idea of passing to the limit follows the considerations in [21]. For clarity 
of presentation we denote solution of (2.5) by (u^, b^). Note that without 
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loss of generality we can assume that v3,n3 G (0,1]. Applying the operator 
A-a+ 2 to the first equation in (2.5) and A-d+ 2 to the second, we obtain
(4.1) iia a+2«)t11L2(q)) <c(iia a+2unsiiL2(q)+v3iiA2uvs11L2(q))
+c (nA-a+2 p (un3 • v«- )il2(q) + iiA-a+1 p (&n: •Ws )hl2(«))
and
(4.2) A2 (bns )tiL2(Q) < c (iia-^+3 bns il2(q)+n3iA2 bns iil2(«))
+c (iia-^+2 p (uns • vbns )il2(q) + A2 p (bns • v^ .
Since —fl + | < 1 and n3 G (0,1], due to estimate (2.11), we have
(4.3) AiIA-^sbns |L2(q) + n3 IIA1 bns IIL2(q)) dt
0
/■T
<cy nA2bvs (q) dt < ci.
Using the estimate (2.3) with 5 = fl — |, Holder inequality and the Sobolev 
embeddings D(A2) C H1(Q) C L2(^-1) (Q) for fl > 5, due to estimates (2.8) 
and (2.11), we get
T ' '2P(“Vs • V' )IIL>(q) dt < / lliuvsl • |6vsi»Lritr(q)dt
< c|uns L •,•/ ;L2(Q))|bns IIL2(0,t;D(a2)) < c2.
Integrating (4.1) and (4.2) over (0,T) and estimating obtained components 
like in (4.3) and (4.4), we have






with a positive constant c independent on n3,v3 G (0,1] (since the con­
stants c1 and c2 are independent on n3,v3 G (0,1]). This implies the uni­
form in n3,v3 G (0,1] estimate of («3s)t in L2(0,T; D(A-a+2)) and (b^)t in
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L2(0, T; D(A-^+1)), where T > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large. Consequently, 
due to (2.11), the family {(^3, b^); v3,n3 G (0,1]} is bounded in the space
W3 = {b :b G L2(0,T; D(A2) x D(A2))
bt G L2 (0,T; D(A-a+2)) x D(A-d+2)} J.
Thus, thanks to the Lions-Aubin compactness lemma we conclude that any 
sequence {(u^, b^n)}, where vn, nn 0+, has a subsequence (denoted the
same) convergent in L2(0, T; D(A) x D(A)) to some (U, B), where 1— 
is a number strictly less than 2> but arbitrarily close to it. This information 
allows us to pass to the limit in the nonlinear term. Multiplying (2.5) by a 
_ _ , t max{a,5}
'test function' b G D(A 2 ), we obtain
(4.5) (u1^ )t • b dx = — v A 2 u- • A 2 b dx — vn A2 U
7q n 7q n 7q
+ [ (p (% • v&;:)—p (unn • v<:»• b dx 
7Q
bn • A 2 b dx 
nn '
and
(4.6) [ (bVn)t • b dx = [ (P(bV: • V) — P(uVn • VbVn)) • b dx
7Q JQ
f 1 —e 1 + e f 0 0
— n A~b^n • A~bdx — nn / A2b^n • A2bdx. 
Jq n Jq n
We will discuss now the convergence of components in the above equalities 
one by one.
Using Holder inequality, due to (2.13), we obtain that the right hand side 
of below inequality
fT fa a
(4.7) vn |A2uVn • A2b| dxdt0 Q 
< vn IIA2 uVn ll£2(Q) dt^ IIA2 b|L2(Q) dt)
< V^nllA 2 ||l2(0,T;L2(Q)) ||A 2 b|L2(Q) < ^/Tvn
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vanishes when vn ■ 0+. Since any sequence {uv: } has a subsequence (denoted 
the same) convergent in L2(0, T; D(A)) we have
A1 2‘ K: x 1 + e- U) • A f V dx dt
< VTHuV: - UHl.(„,t;D(aif.))HA1+1 VHl=(q) ■ 0.
For the nonlinear component, using the estimate (2.2) with 5 = , 0 = p =
• and the Holder inequality, we get
v:
'n:
I I |A- P [(u- • VbV:) - (U •VB)] • A VI dxdt
oQ n
< HA Vlk 2(q)IK: H i - i HbV: - BH i - i— II "L (Q)H I L2(0,T;D(A“2-)) 11 n: HL2(0,T;D(A“2-))
+ HA 2 kkWK: - UH 1 - i HBH 1 - i ■ 0."L2(0,T;D(A 2 )) 11 "L2(0,T;D(A 2 ))
Thanks to [27, Lemma 1.1, 
L2(0,T; D(A “F)), we have
Chapt.III] and the convergence un; ■ U in
(4.8) < (<: w >= d v ,— < u”, V dt nn
d 
dt<U,V>,
in the sense of 'scalar distributions' (the derivative d is in the sense of distri­
butions). Consequently, passing to the limit in another components in (4.5) 
and (4.6) like in (4.7)-(4.8), we obtain
(4.9) d , . A 1 - 1 rr A 1 + 1 ,< U,V >L2(Q) = -V < A 2 U, A 2 V >L2(Q)
1+1 x 1+1





< B,V >L2(Q) = -n < A 2 B,A 2 V >L2(Q)
1+1 z 1+1
+ <A 2 F2(U,B),a 2 V >L2(Q) .
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5. Properties of the weak solutions to the MHD system
We will start from collecting the properties inherited by the solution (u, b) 
of the (2.4) ((U,B) of the (2.5)) in the process of passing to the limit. We 
have:
u, b,U, B G L2(0,T; D(A1 -£)) n L~(0,T; L2(Q)), 
ut,bt,Ut,Bt G L2(0,T; D(A-1)).
We will show now that the local solutions of the MHD system varying in space 
D(A2) x D(A2), are unique.
Lemma 5.1. The solution of the MHD equations (1.1) satisfying:
u, b G L^([0,t); D(A2)) with ut,bt G L2(0,t; D(A 2))
or
u, b G L2(0, t; D(A2)) n L4-N (0, t; D(A2)) with ut,bt G L2(0, t; D(A 2))
is unique.
Proof. Let (U, B) = (u — v, b — w), where (u, b) and (v, w) are the local 
in time solutions of the problem (1.1) (in the above class) corresponding to 
the same initial condition (u0, b0). Then (U?, B?) satisfies
Ut — VAt? + u •VU + U • Vv = —VPU + b • VB + B • Vw, x G Q C RN, t > 0,
Bt — nAB + u • VB + U • Vw = b • VU + B • Vv, x G Q C RN, t > 0,
(U, B) = (0, 0) on dQ,
(U?, B?)(0, x) = (0, 0).
Multiplying the first equation in L2(Q) by U, the second by B, adding the 
results, thanks to integration by parts and Remark 2.5, we obtain
1d
2 dt(|tU II L2(q) + |b|L2(q)) + V llVU IIL2(q) + n|VB|L2(Q)
(B? • Vw — U? • Vv) • U? dx + (B? • Vv — U? • Vw) • B? dx.
qq
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From the Holder and the Cauchy inequality, thanks to the Nirenberg-Gagliardo 
inequality1 • _ _ 4—N _ N
||UllL4(Q) < c||UHlWIVUII £2(Q),
the first component in the nonlinear term can be transformed as follows
[ (B • Vw — U • Vv) • U dx
Ja
< (IIBII£4(Q) llVwII £2(Q) + ||UII£4(Q) llVvII£2(Q)) ||UI|l4(Q)
< 4 |VU ll£2(Q) + 4 |VB|£2(Q)
4 4 _ _
+ c(|Vv|£2NQ) + l|Vw||£; Nq))(I|U ||£2(n) + ||B||£,(n)).
Estimating the last component in a similar way, we get a differential inequality 
for the L2(Q) norm
d
Tt (IIU (t)|£2(Q) + ||B(t)H£2 (Q))
4 4 _ _
< c(|Vv(t)|£;(NQ) + ||Vw(t)||£;Nn))(||U(t)||£2(Q) + ||B(t)H£2(n)),
(U,B)(0,x) = (0,0).
Since the mapping t ||u||£2(Q) + ||b||£2(Q) is absolutely continuous (see [9, 
Theorem 3, p. 287]), thanks to the Gronwall inequality (see [9, p. 624]), we 
obtain ||U(t)£2(Q) + IIB(t) 1 £2(q) = 0 for allt G [0,t]. □
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